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Abstract: Tools that spatially model ecosystem services offer opportunities to integrate ecology into
regenerative urban design. However, few of these tools are designed for assessing ecosystem services
in cities, meaning their application by designers is potentially limited. This research reviews and
compares a range of ecosystem services assessment tools to find those that are most suited for the
urban context of Oceania. The tool classification includes considerations of type of input and output
data, time commitment, and necessary skills required. The strengths and limitations of the most
relevant tools are further discussed alongside illustrative case studies, some collected from literature
and one conducted as part of this research in Wellington, Aotearoa using the Land Utilisation and
Capability Indicator (LUCI) tool. A major finding of the research is that from the 95 tools reviewed,
only four are judged to be potentially relevant for urban design projects. These are modelling tools
that allow spatially explicit visualisation of biophysical quantification of ecosystem services. The
ecosystem services assessed vary among tools and the outputs’ reliability is often highly influenced
by the user’s technical expertise. The provided recommendations support urban designers and
architects to choose the tool that best suits their regenerative design project requirements.

Keywords: ecosystem-based adaptation; multidisciplinary design; urban ecology; Pacific islands;
nature-based design; SIDS; climate change adaptation; New Zealand; urban design

1. Introduction

The typical path of the development of human civilisation has degraded ecosystems,
caused climate change, and led to biodiversity loss [1,2]. The design, construction and
use of urban built environments has greatly contributed to these issues [3]. This fact,
combined with the knowledge that more than half of all humans now live in urban areas,
means that the re-conceptualisation and adaptation of urban areas must be part of a suite
of responses to climate change and biodiversity loss [4]. To face these challenges in a
context of rapid global urbanisation, cities must develop both adaptation and mitigation
strategies that create societal health while concurrently regenerating the functions of
degraded ecosystems, reducing or eliminating greenhouse gas emissions, and restoring
biodiversity [5]. Current and future environmental pressures include increased extreme
precipitation events, droughts, flooding [6], urban heat stress [7], poor air quality [8], and
for coastal settlements in particular, sea level rise [9]. Climate adaptation and mitigation
strategies must create societal and ecological health, regenerating the functions from
degraded ecosystems and preserving biodiversity. This implies a need to move away
from conventional urban and architectural design paradigms and towards nature inclusive
practices and regenerative design [10,11].
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1.1. Ecosystem-Based Adaptation

Nature-based Solutions (NbS) work with, conserve, and restore nature in order to
both increase human well-being and provide ecological benefits [12]. NbS is an umbrella
term for several more specific concepts that aim to work with nature to improve the built
environment, human health, and ecological functioning, by understanding relationships
between the drivers and impacts of change [13]. Ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) is an
aspect of NbS and is gaining recognition and momentum among designers of the built
environment in line with this new paradigm. EbA draws upon knowledge of ecosystem
services to increase ecosystems’ and communities’ resilience to the impacts of climate
change through development strategies that strengthen biodiversity and ecosystems [14]
(Figure 1). Ecosystem services represent the benefits human populations derive, directly or
indirectly from ecosystems [15]. Ecosystem services have been described and organised in
several different ways and were popularised as a concept by the Millennium Ecosystem
Services Assessment series of reports in 2005 [16]. Typical examples of ecosystem services
include provisioning ecosystem services such as the provision of food and the provision of
fresh water; regulating ecosystem services such as climate regulation, pollination, purifi-
cation of air, water, and soil; supporting ecosystem services such as nutrient cycling and
habitat provision; and cultural ecosystem services such as recreation, relaxation, and educa-
tion [10,17]. The authors, among many others, consider that it is important to highlight that
when shifting towards nature inclusive design practices, ecosystem services frameworks
should be considered with a biocentric lens, where the question “how can ecosystems serve
humans?” is paired with “how can humans contribute to the health of ecosystems and live
symbiotically as part of them?” [18].
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  Figure 1. Ecosystem-based adaptation framework (source: Andrade Pérez, A., et al., 2010).

1.2. Regenerative Urban Design

Regenerative design is a holistic systems-based approach to built environment design
that centers on increasing the wellbeing of human individuals, communities, and wider
living systems through various methods [19]. One aspect of regenerative design is ad-
dressing the degradation of biological ecosystems by designing and developing the built
environment in such a way that it restores the capacity of ecosystems to function at optimal
health for the benefit of human and non-human life alike [10].
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A framework and process for integrating ecosystem services into regenerative urban
design has been proposed by Pedersen Zari [10]. This framework specifically investigates
how cities could emulate the functions of ecosystems and suggests that the ecological
performance goals of a design should be based on levels of ecosystem services provision
found on the same site before the existence of the city, and thus based on the ecological
and climatic reality of a site. The proposed four step “urban ecosystem services analysis”
process begins with a comparison between past ecosystem services provision determined
by examining the native ecosystem that would have existed on the site of the city prior to
urban settlement and present ecosystem services provision in the existing city. In order to
make this comparison, an assessment of ecosystem services provision must be conducted,
much as EbA design processes often begin with an assessment of existing ecosystem
services provision [20].

It is clear from both regenerative urban design and EbA processes that designers
should integrate ecosystem services assessment early in the design process in order to
re-design or create urban areas that regenerate the functions of ecosystems to work towards
a human symbiosis with the rest of the living world.

1.3. Oceania and Ocean Cities

This research focuses on “Ocean Cities” in Oceania, defined here as urban settlements
of the islands of Micronesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia, including Aotearoa New Zealand,
together with the vast ocean areas between those islands (Figure 2). Ocean Cities are ones
“where urban landscapes and seascapes meet, where built and natural environments near
coastlines interface, and where human behavior and urban development have profound
impacts on both terrestrial and marine ecosystems” [5] (p. 6).

Ocean Cities are confronted by specific challenges in the face of climate change and
therefore require tailored adaptation strategies and practices to ensure resilience against
coastal flooding and erosion, increasing droughts, and extreme rainfall events [21]. More-
over, these future developments must account for Ocean City characteristics such as unique
cultural contexts; relatively small populations; and limited usable land area, natural re-
sources, adaptation capacity, and development options [22]. Aotearoa New Zealand has
undergone different urban and infrastructure development as compared to most other
island nations of Oceania because of historical and cultural differences, larger land area
and population, and higher per capita income. The country faces however, similar eco-
logical and climatic challenges related to a highly urbanised and coastal population; high
rates of endemism as well as high rates of biodiversity loss; and climate change induced
sea level rise, storm surge, changes in precipitation, and changes in storm patterns and
intensities [23].

The city of Wellington is strategically densifying to cope with population increase [24].
Wellington City Council has developed the vision of a “compact, liveable city” and aims to
provide additional green infrastructures that ensure the health of its citizens and resilience
against future environmental change [25].

The islands of the Pacific, with their unique land and marine ecologies, are at the
frontline of climate change impacts and are emerging as leaders in the area of nature-based
solutions and EbA specifically [5]. This may in part be because nature-based solutions
are thought to potentially offer more culturally appropriate approaches to climate change
adaptation [26]. EbA projects could greatly benefit from tools that model ecosystem ser-
vices, as illustrated by a recent project in Port Vila, Vanuatu [20], and supported by research
highlighting the need to develop approaches for ecosystem services assessment that make
use of empirical and spatial data for island ecosystem management [27]. In the Port Vila
project, funded by the Pacific Ecosystem-Based Adaptation to Climate Change (PEBACC)
programme and implemented by the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Pro-
gramme (SPREP), researchers devised a methodology for developing urban EbA projects
in a small island developing nation (SIDS) context that included the use of an ecosystem
assessment tool. Much like the process of regenerative design proposed by Pedersen
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Zari [10], it was found that to successfully conceive of EbA projects, it is necessary to
conduct biophysical assessments of ecosystem services on site as an aid to decision making,
communication, and elaboration of locally attuned adaption development strategies [28].
The question remains, how can designers conduct these ecosystem services assessments,
particularly in the unique context of Oceania? The remainder of this article details a number
of tools that have potential to be used to support ecosystem services assessments in the
context of Ocean Cities. 
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  Figure 2. Nations of Oceania.

1.4. Ecosystem Services Tools

There is a wide range of tools that identify, characterise, quantify and value ecosystem
services [29]. These tools include field surveys, interviews, public participation, remote
sensing, and GIS mapping. Some focus on biophysical quantification of ecosystem services
while others assess social benefits or monetary value. They are applied in different contexts
such as nature conservation and restoration planning, policy making, environmental impact
assessment, and participatory planning with local communities. These tools are available
to designers of the built environment and some have the potential to be applied for EbA
and nature-based and/or regenerative design in an urban context. Enabling designers of
the built environment to access and apply ecosystem services assessment tools can facilitate
the inclusion of ecological values early in the design process. However, the variety and
complexity of the tools available may be confusing for designers without a basic working
knowledge of ecology. Indeed, very diverse decision-support tools for ecosystem services
quantification and valuation are reported in the literature [30]. Some tools have been
developed in various countries to be specifically adapted to the local context and as such
are not always transferable to new geographical and cultural contexts. Moreover, the
number and type of ecosystem services that each tool considers, the expertise required, the
affordability, and the scalability vary greatly.

This research reviews ecosystem services assessment tools and evaluates them for
their applicability to urban sites in Oceania. It does not aim to detail every tool; other
publications exist that do this already (e.g., [30–32]). Instead, the research aims to assess
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the technical strengths and limitations of each tools for practical application, particularly
by design teams. The results are presented in a form that guides urban design teams to
choose the tools that best suit their project requirements and level of expertise. Focus on
the use of ecosystem services tools as a component of regenerative design and EbA is this
research’s contribution to knowledge. The tools’ evaluation is illustrated with case studies
and complemented by a pilot study of one tool (Land Utilisation and Capability Indicator
(LUCI)) in the urban context of Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand.

2. Methods

The systematic identification and evaluation of ecosystem services tools that are
suitable for urban designers and architects in Oceania consisted of four main steps. This
methodological approach was largely informed by recent research from Hugé et al. who
elaborated similar user-informed classification of ecosystem services tools in the context of
African Biosphere Reserves [33].

Firstly, an extensive list of ecosystem services assessment tools, frameworks, guide-
lines, and methods (collectively referred to as “tools”) was drawn up. Secondly, the list
was shortened by selecting only the tools that fit certain criteria (Table 1). Thirdly, the list
was further narrowed based on designers’ needs and requirements to carry out ecosystem
services assessment in an urban context in Oceania. Lastly, the selected tools were classified
and evaluated based on available case studies in the Oceania context. In addition to the
case studies analysed through literature review, one of the tools identified as being suitable
for further consideration, LUCI, was applied in the urban context of Wellington, Aotearoa
New Zealand. Details of each step are elaborated on below.

2.1. Step 1: Screening of Ecosystem Services Tools in the Literature

Hugé et al. [33] came up with a list of 87 tools after reviewing specialised scientific
journals and databases using different scientific search engines. To check and to comple-
ment the list from Hugé et al. [33], an investigation was made through ecosystem services
related databases, tool official websites, and the scientific search engine Google Scholar.
Considering that Bagstad et al. [30] already reviewed the most important tools up until
2013, the research on Google Scholar filtered publications from 2014 onward using the
following entry: “Ecosystem services assessment” OR “Ecosystem services valuation” OR
“Ecosystem services mapping” AND Urban OR City. 2.2 Step 2: Exclusion of Irrelevant
Tools.

The list was then shortened based on an initial set of criteria used by Hugé et al. in
their first screening (Table 1). The tools that satisfied these conditions were then described
in detail to enable further evaluation based on user requirements. Information for this
evaluation process was obtained through different lines of investigation using a trian-
gulation approach. Investigation methods included searching on the scientific research
engine Google Scholar with the entry “name of the tool” (e.g., “InVEST” or “Integrated
Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs”) from 2014 onward; review of every article
referencing the original developer’s publication of the tool; and examination of the tool’s
official website. The key sources for this step included [21,31–35]. It is beyond the scope of
this article to publish these initial detailed results, but spreadsheets are available from the
authors if required.

2.2. Step 3: Selection of Tools Suitable for Urban Context

The list of tools was then refined a second time with a set of criteria that relates to
designers’ needs and requirements (Table 2). Urban designers’ and architects’ specific
needs and requirements were elaborated upon based on a series of one-on-one in-depth
semi-structured interviews with four senior academic specialists in the field of ecosystem
services urban design at the School of Architecture, Victoria University of Wellington,
and were further complimented by feedback received from two urban designers during a
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collaborative pilot study (see Section 2.4). This step was inspired from Hugé et al., who
also inquired about users’ preferences, but the criteria were adapted to fit an urban context.

Table 1. Initial set of criteria for tool evaluation.

Criteria Type of Tools Excluded

Ready to use Prototypes, tools under development, or those not available anymore

Generalisable
Tools that are not applicable across a variety of social–ecological
settings and tools that are restricted to specific application in a single
sector (e.g., agriculture, planning for policy)

Availability Proprietary tools
Reviewed in literature Tools with very limited information available to public
Consider multiple
ecosystem services Tools that only consider/examine only a single ecosystem

Table 2. Second set of criteria based on urban designers needs and requirements.

Criteria Type of Tools Excluded

Preference for small
scale and good
resolution

Tool limited to scale larger than regional

Biophysical assessment Tools that do not provide biophysical assessment of ecosystem
services. Monetary and social value are secondary outputs

Spatially explicit outputs Tools that do not provide spatially explicit outputs
Easy to interpret outputs Tools that only provide absolute values without further information

Applicable
independently

Tools that require skill typically beyond urban designer and architect
expertise. GIS-related skills are acceptable, whereas economic
expertise is not for example

Affordability Tools that require large financial investment. This did not exclude
software such as ArcGIS which is commonly accessible to designers

2.3. Step 4: Tools Classification and Evaluation

The tools satisfying the second set of criteria were then further evaluated based
on case studies. The initial literature research on Google Scholar was complemented
with additional cases studies obtained on the tools’ official websites, ecosystem services-
related databases, and using the Google Scholar engine research with the following entries:
“ecosystem services assessment” OR “ecosystem services valuation” OR “ecosystem ser-
vices mapping” AND “Oceania” OR “Pacific” OR “SIDS” OR “small island developing
states” OR the names of each nation in Oceania. The research context for the case studies
analysis was extended to cope with the lack of tool application in Oceania. The geographi-
cal boundaries were adapted to consider islands or coastal environments in Asia and the
Caribbean along with some continental locations when judged relevant. This is because
geographical and climatic similarities with other parts of the world require similar tool
functionality.

2.4. LUCI Application in Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand

To complement the theoretical information from the literature review with practical
detail, one of the reviewed tools, LUCI, was applied at two different scales in the urban
context of Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand. LUCI was chosen for this research because
it was easily accessible by the researcher, who had to opportunity to meet the developers
in person, allowing for in-depth discussion on LUCI’s existing tools and potential for
supporting sustainable urban design planning. The tool met the selection criteria and had
already been used in New Zealand and wider Oceania. Further details of why LUCI was
chosen are given in Section 3.4.

The study site at the larger urban scale is Wellington city centre which includes a
surrounding green belt. Boundary lines were based on local census area units in the built-
up part of the city near the harbor edge and extend back to include larger areas of the
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watershed to the west. Wellington is a complex folded geography of hills and valleys with
a flat central business district (CBD). The CBD, located on the edge of the harbor, is a dense
urban settlement of high rise and medium density commercial and residential premises.
It is surrounded by a green belt of urban parklands and forest [24]. The surface area of
the site is approximately 37.4 km2 and is comprised of several streams flowing from the
hills down to the sea, many of which are culverted beneath the city. The highest of the hills
encircling the CBD, Brooklyn hill, rises 299 m above sea level. The Terrace Gardens site
is a residential/commercial area within the larger Wellington city centre site (Figure 3).
Within the site, there are private residential properties surrounded by vegetation and two
public green spaces: Terrace Gardens, and Flagstaff Hill, owned by the Wellington City
Council [24]. These are maintained as recreational urban park areas [36]. The site surface
area is approximately 16378 m2 (0.016 km2). The slope gradient varies between 20 and 40%.
The two recreational areas are covered with grass and the rest of the site is made up of a
mixture of mostly native species of various ages along with exotic deciduous vegetation,
including shrubs and trees. The Terrace Gardens location was chosen in this pilot study
because previous research recently assessed ecosystem services on the same site using the
Ecosystem Services Identification and Inventory (ESII) tool [37].

The LUCI analyses were conducted at both site scales following the tool’s documenta-
tion and guidelines which were received during communication with the developers [38].
The LUCI tool workflow consists of six parts (Figure 4). This project only explored steps
one to four, however, because it was a pilot analysis to evaluate the usability of LUCI at
different scales.

LUCI requires three essential data inputs: a digital elevation model (DEM), land cover
information, and soil information. The stream network, rain annual average, and annual
average evaporation information are optional data that were added to enhance the output’s
quality and robustness [39]. A description of the input data used in this project is presented
in Table 3 which are all national and regional datasets already supported by LUCI. 

3 

 

Figure 3. Pilot study sites (left: Central Wellington; right: Terrace Gardens).
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Table 3. Initial input data used by LUCI.

Input Data Description Source

Digital elevation model DEM derived from LiDAR (1 m resolution) Land Information New Zealand (2013) [40]
Land cover Land Cover Database v5.0 Land Resource Information Systems (2020) [41]
Soil information Fundamental Soils Layer Land Resource Information Systems (2010) [42]

Stream network River Environmental Classification v2.0 National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research (2010) [43]

Rainfall Virtual Climate Station Network (VSCN)
gridded data (0.5 km resolution)

National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research (2018) [44]

Evapotranspiration Derived from potential evapotranspiration data
(0.5 km resolution)

National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research (2018) [44]

The initial set of input data was pre-processed with the LUCI’s Generate Baseline tool.
On the Terrace Gardens site, the stream network dataset was replaced by the automated
model of LUCI that generates the river network directly from the DEM. This was necessary
because there were not any streams flowing on the site. The outputs generated by the
baseline tool were then run through the individual LUCI ecosystem services tools on both
study sites. LUCI is comprised of nine models: agricultural productivity, carbon stocks
and fluxes, erosion and sediment, flood mitigation, habitat connectivity, habitat suitability,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and soil loss (RUSLE). The two habitat-related models were not run
in this project because they were mainly parameterised for UK broadleaved woodland
species and not yet for New Zealand (NZ) species (although there is ongoing work within
LUCI to parameterise for NZ native species). The tools were run with the default input
setting except the RUSLE tool for which specific Wellington region inputs were obtained
from Klik et al. [39].

The outputs from the individual ecosystem services tools were then used to run the
LUCI trade-off and synergy tool. Different ecosystem services combinations were tested,
including two to six ecosystem services combinations per analysis. The RUSLE model was
not available for use with the trade-off tool because it was developed later. The national
land cover data (LCDB4/5) are what is freely available and commonly used around NZ for
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land cover inputs including LUCI, but the national land cover data do not always capture
site-specific information such as small green areas that the land cover dataset represents
as just “urban”. This indicates that field work is important in order to further delineate
different land cover types that the national data do not pick up on. In light of this, field
analysis at the Terrace Gardens site was undertaken and the relative generated outputs
were compared to the initial analysis based on national land use input data.

3. Results

From the initial list of 95 tools found in the step one of the research process, four tools
meet the two sets of selection criteria applied in steps 2 and 3 (i.e., those based on the
nature and usability of the tools themselves and those deemed relevant or desirable by
designers). Results from the expert interviews confirmed that the tools most likely to be
suitable for urban designers and architects in Oceania are ARIES (Artificial Intelligence for
Ecosystem Services), Costing Nature, InVEST (Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services
and Trade-offs), and LUCI (Land Utilisation and Capability Indicator). The strengths and
limitations of these tools are elaborated on in the following sections where the tools are
presented by ascending complexity of application. The four tools allow spatially explicit
biophysical quantification of ecosystem services in most regions of the world. The type and
number of ecosystem services assessed vary among tools and the outputs’ reliability tends
to depend on the user’s technical expertise and commitment. Even though they all assess
ecosystem services relevant to the urban environment, none of the four tools were initially
designed for application in cities. Examples of their application in the urban Oceania
context is thus very limited. LUCI is the most applied tool in the Oceania and Asia-Pacific
region, which is not surprising because its development is led from New Zealand [45].
InVEST has been extensively used in the Caribbean and the Asia region possibly because
the developers, who are based at Stanford University, USA, are collaborating with the
Chinese Academy of Sciences among other international partners [46]. Few case studies of
coastal application are available for ARIES and Costing Nature. InVEST and LUCI appear
to demonstrate stronger potential in both application to coastal areas and their ability to
be easily adapted to consider coastal climate change issues including sea level rise (which
both consider). Table 4 presents some of the tools’ characteristics, and Table 5 details the
ecosystem services assessed by each tool.

Details in Table 4 were derived from the following sources: for ARIES [30,32,47–53]; for
Costing Nature [32,54,55]; for InVEST [32,46,49–51,56–60]; and for LUCI [30–32,45,50,61,62].

Table 4. Ecosystem services tool characteristics.

Characteristic ARIES Costing Nature InVEST LUCI

Application
context

Generalisability Medium (* High) High High High
Application context T, F, M T, F T, F, M T, F
Scalability Local-Global Local-National Local-Global Site-National
Resolution 50 m × 50 m 100 m × 100 m 10 m × 10 m 1 m × 1 m

Outputs

Monetary valuation X X X
Type of outputs A, R R A, R A, R
Trade-offs X X X
Scenario/Forecast X X X X

Model

N◦ models within tool 11 13 18 11
Platform GIS (Web-based*) Web-based GIS GIS
Model temporality S, D S S S
Approach to uncertainty X X X

(T = terrestrial; F = freshwater; M = marine; A = absolute; R = relative; S = static single time period; D = dynamic temporal variation; * refers
to ARIES Explorer).
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Table 5. Ecosystem services assessed by the four tools.

Ecosystem Services Assessed by Tool ARIES Costing Nature InVEST LUCI

S Habitat (quality and provision) X X

R

Biological control (pest or disease regulation) X
Carbon (storage and sequestration) X X X X
Climate regulation X
Erosion control, landslide risk, soil stabilisation X X X X
Flood mitigation X X X X
Pollination X X X
Sediment regulation/delivery X X X
Urban Cooling X
Urban Flood mitigation X X
Water (quality, purification, or nutrient regulation) X X X

P

Agriculture or aquaculture X X X
Energy/fuel (fuelwood, solar, hydro, wind, wave) X X
Food (harvested wild goods, hunting or fisheries) X X X
Raw materials (timber, grazing, fibre, minerals) X X
Water (quantity, yield or provision) X X X X

C
Aesthetic value X X X
Recreation X X X

(S = supporting ecosystem services; R = regulating ecosystem services; P = provisioning ecosystem services; C = cultural ecosystem
services).

3.1. Simple Analysis: Costing Nature

Costing Nature is a web-accessible tool that values “natural capital” and analyses
ecosystem services provided by natural environments. It identifies the beneficiaries of
these services and evaluates the impact of human interventions in ecosystems [54]. The
tool focuses on mapping conservation priority areas and assessing implications of policy
scenarios. There is no application in urban contexts reported in the literature but the
tool’s applications on the coasts of Ecuador and Madagascar suggest that some of the
generated outputs are likely to be relevant to the Oceania context [63,64]. The tool has
been designed for users lacking GIS expertise, with limited time and budget. Indeed, by
using the global dataset included in the tool and the default tool parameters, users can
assess ecosystem services anywhere in the global terrestrial realm without any extra data
input requirements [55]. Therefore, Costing Nature is the tool with the fewest barriers to
use. However, limited output reliability and coarse resolution (100 m × 100 m) impede its
application at the smaller urban site scale [32]. As a consequence, the tool has mostly been
used at regional or national scales. Moreover, users are restricted by the inability to adapt
or customise the tool and have to rely on the default global datasets. The outputs are not
absolute values but relative, generating maps where ecosystem services are bundled, with
each pixel indicating the ecosystem service with the highest conservation priority.

3.2. Intermediate Complexity Options: InVEST and LUCI
3.2.1. InVEST

InVEST is a freely accessible suite of models used to quantify, map, and value “goods
and services from nature” [60]. The tool’s principal applications include ecosystem services
mapping, scenario comparison, economic valuation, land and resource management,
impact assessment, and policy making [46]. It is the world’s most used tool for spatially
modelling ecosystem services with applications in over 60 countries [50,56]. Therefore,
along with very complete training programs, documentation and user support, new users
can benefit from the support and experience of a large community of users in different
contexts. InVEST is reported to be faster to use than LUCI and ARIES, but is comparable
to LUCI when it comes to new site applications where users must put in considerable
effort at the beginning of a project to guarantee the quality of the input data [50]. This is
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supported by some case studies reporting that analysis can suffer from out-of-date data,
sometimes requiring data review or generation with a predictive model [65,66]. InVEST
contains 18 models that assess a broad diversity of ecosystem services, with some focusing
specifically on coastal and/or urban environments. Indeed, in response to the increasing
demand of users for urban ecosystem services assessment, developers released the Urban
Cooling and Urban Flood Risk Mitigation models in early 2020 [67]. Two case studies
in the Zhoushan archipelago, China, report that the tool resolution (10 m × 10 m) was
appropriate for ecosystem services assessment on small islands and that the results could
be used by decision-makers in city management [68,69].

3.2.2. LUCI

LUCI is a GIS-based framework that explores land management scenarios to identify
locations where changes in land use and management result in improvements in ecosystem
services, or where trade-offs between services are present [61]. It is applicable in diverse
contexts such as sustainable development, policy making, conservation, and ecological
restoration. LUCI has been widely used in the rural context of New Zealand and the
United Kingdom, and applied in Australia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Vanuatu, and other
Pacific Islands [45,70]. As a first step to providing information to guide decision making,
the tool emphasises producing transparent and easy to interpret outputs and generates
colour-coded maps where green shows good opportunities for changes and red designates
areas that should be preserved or restored. There is also significantly more detail available
for users to interrogate and analyse “under the hood”. It is accessible for public use, is open
source, and can be requested through the developer’s website. LUCI is the only tool that
can simultaneously model a wide range of different spatial scales while respecting small-
scale connectivity of habitats throughout, and is unique in that it can compare multiple
ecosystem services at once to identify both trade-offs and synergies (win-win scenarios
where multiple services might benefit from single spatial interventions) [50]. The tool’s
fine resolution (usually 5 m × 5 m) at local scales generates useful information, even when
detailed input data are missing as illustrated by its use in Port Vila, Vanuatu [20]. In that
case study, users correlated some input data with New Zealand data based on subjective
considered assumptions because data for Vanuatu were not available.

LUCI’s application in locations where the tool has never been used is more time
consuming (up to several months) but the developer team has presented different options
for parameterisation in a case study in the Philippines [71]. The tool does not yet report
uncertainty, or consider supporting or cultural ecosystem services, but it is constantly
evolving with ongoing research, for example, for urban application in Christchurch, New
Zealand [45]. The pilot study for Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand, conducted during this
research supports the conclusion that LUCI is already somewhat relevant to urban design
contexts and could be reasonably easily modified to become more so (see Section 3.4).

3.3. Complex Analysis: ARIES

ARIES is the most elaborate tool of the four, with modelling techniques such as agent-
based modelling and machine learning that reflect the complex dynamic of ecosystem
services flows [32,52]. Most tools primarily focus on the processes that bring ecosystem
services into existence (supply), but the basis for ecosystem services valuation in ARIES
is the quantification of the actual flow of benefit, including the source, sink, and use
of ecosystem services. This is a fuller analysis of not just supply, but also demand and
bottlenecks in flows between the two. Therefore, it is not surprising that this tool is more
time consuming to use, especially for new site applications. Its approach is to develop
global, yet customisable ecosystem services models and promote a community-based
model development strategy in which data and models are networked, used, and further
developed by users over time [72]. The model can be customised and adapted to local
contexts, which requires expertise, but training programs are available to help users
through this challenging process [47]. Moreover, developers have announced the release
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of the ARIES Explorer web interface, due in 2020/21, which will enable users with less
expertise to work with the tool [47]. Based on the results of the literature review, it is
problematic to evaluate the potential difficulties that may arise from ARIES’ application
at local scales on small islands of the Pacific including Aotearoa New Zealand. Indeed,
the most relevant application is a regional scale analysis in the coastal urban environment
of the Puget Sounds, United States of America [73]. However, a case study in the United
Kingdom reports that the probabilistic approach of the tool can cope with data gaps in data
scarce regions, which is often the case in Oceania [50].

3.4. Comparing the Tools and Selection of LUCI

Figure 5 illustrates characteristics of the four tools as a radar diagram. This was used
to understand not just the characteristics of each tool but how effectively they might be
applied in the context of urban design in Oceania. Results from Figure 5 enabled the
research team to select LUCI as the tool to be used in the pilot design project part of the
research. The diagram showed that LUCI did the best or approximately as well as other
reviewed tools in four out of five of the selection criteria. LUCI was also the clear candidate
for further examination because it was developed in Aotearoa New Zealand and is mostly
used in Oceania.
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3.5. Results of the LUCI Pilot Study in Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand

LUCI generates a wide range of maps, tables, and graphics for each tool. In a short
period of effort (approximately a month), the analysis generated several 1 m × 1 m
resolution outputs by using readily available national datasets as inputs. The study assessed
seven ecosystem services related issues (agricultural productivity, carbon stocks and fluxes,
erosion and sediment, flood mitigation, nitrogen, phosphorus, and soil loss) and evaluated
the trade-off and synergy interactions between them. This section illustrates some of the
maps obtained, presenting the Terrace Gardens results first followed by the Wellington city
analysis. The baseline scenario figures illustrate the site condition as processed by LUCI’s
individual ecosystem services and trade-off tools. Although analysis was performed on
all of the ecosystem services available in LUCI, only the flood mitigation outputs are
displayed here to illustrate types of results. We have focused on flood mitigation because
the hydrology aspect of the results was found to be particularly useful by the design team
that was asked to interpret the LUCI results (Section 3.5). LUCI-generated results for other
ecosystem services are accessible by contacting the authors. Finally, the combination of the
erosion/flooding/nitrogen services illustrates the trade-off outputs.
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The baseline tool generates different layers based on the input provided. The Terrace
Gardens site is entirely classified as “urban” for the soil type and “built-up area (settlement)”
for the land use (Figure 6A,B). The site has a steep slope going down from west to east
as illustrated by the dark grey value of the Hillshade layer (Figure 6C). The three streams
start flowing on the downhill side (east) of the Terrace Gardens. Only one of them initiates
in the site. These streams were simulated by LUCI through the DEM input data and thus
indicate where water would likely flow during high rainfall events, rather than where
permanent actual streams exist. The model likely had the capacity to model the Terrace
Gardens more accurately with more spatially precise input data, but that required either
better mapping of generic data (which is in some cases happening due to improvements in
satellites, drones, etc.) or bespoke mapping efforts.
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The LUCI analysis in terms of one individual ecosystem service tool, flood mitigation,
reveals that the Terrace Gardens site lacks flood mitigating features (Figure 7B). The flood
interception classification (Figure 7A) describes the area (in red and a 1m resolution) were
water holding capacity and infiltration capacity are low and may be causing high flow
concentrations. The flows of water that would occur in heavy rainfall events are low
(<1 m3/s) because the site is the source of them.

Considering the trade-off tool, which was used to examine erosion/flooding/nitrogen,
the results suggest that there are opportunities to enhance multiple services in approxi-
mately 50% of the site (Figure 8).

The fine resolution allows identification of a cluster area where significant improve-
ments are possible. The nitrogen service results indicated no current issues with nitrogen on
site. Therefore, the trade-off results suggest that the erosion and flood ecosystem services
could be enhanced without interfering with the nitrogen ecosystem service. We note, how-
ever, the focus on nitrogen as a main contaminant is in part due to LUCI’s origins which
emphasised enhancing ecosystems in rural agricultural landscapes. Future applications
of LUCI to enhance services from urban greenspaces might benefit from consideration
of urban contaminants such as zinc, lead, and copper. This capacity has very recently
been added to LUCI, after this Wellington analysis had already been completed, as part
of the previously mentioned work adapting LUCI to be a better fit for urban contexts in
Christchurch, Aotearoa New Zealand.
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When examining results for the larger Wellington CBD analysis, it was found that
there are twelve different land types, predominantly, artificial surfaces and scrub. The soils
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layer indicates only two different types, namely, “brown” and “urban”. The soil outputs
depict a dual environment of the urban centre and urban green areas. There are multiple
streams of different flow densities. Only four are flowing through the city centre, but
most are below ground (although LUCI does not recognize this). Again, for the larger
Wellington analysis, the individual ecosystem service of flood mitigation will be reported
on here. Results suggest that 43.49% (16.24 km2) of the site would benefit from intervention
to improve the current flood mitigation situation. The specific areas at risk, shown as
red in the flood interception classification, are mainly located in the urban area (referred
to as “built-up settlement” land use type). Figure 9 illustrates the outputs generated for
flood mitigation ecosystem services (left) in parallel with the city aerial map (right). In
this context, mitigating features means land cover/soil types capable of intercepting flow
before it reaches water bodies. Mitigated features means areas producing flow that pass
through mitigating features before streams, and non-mitigated features indicates areas
where the flow from those areas are not intercepted by mitigating features before reaching
the streams.
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Figure 9. Flood mitigation ecosystem service outputs for Wellington City, Aotearoa New Zealand.

The trade-off tool was used to again analyse relationships between erosion, flooding,
and nitrogen. Results indicate that there are opportunities to improve these ecosystem
services in 23.50% of the site (Figure 10). These opportunity areas coincide with the
areas that lack flood mitigation features. The nitrogen situation is reported as being
relatively good through LUCI; therefore, the trade-off outputs suggest specific areas where
interventions could lower the risk of flooding and erosion without negatively affecting the
nitrogen ecosystem service.
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Interpreting LUCI Results in a Design Context

The final aspect of the short pilot study using LUCI in Wellington consisted of the
results (specifically the maps generated by LUCI) being integrated into a Master of Ar-
chitecture (Professional) project by a student architect/urban designer at the Wellington
School of Architecture at Victoria University of Wellington in Aotearoa New Zealand. This
was performed to ascertain how the architect/urban designer interpreted and then used
the LUCI results and how this might influence or change design thinking and practice. This
was determined by conducting a series of in depth semi-structured interviews with the
designer at various stages of the design project. Because this was a single design project,
the results should be interpreted cautiously. Despite this, useful observations were made
regarding how using LUCI contributed to the urban design process in this instance. This
information was then fed back to LUCI developers.

While designers are generally adept at using computer aided design and GIS to obtain
land and water information, it was found that the information provided by LUCI was
different and highlighted more detailed hydrological information than what was typically
used in design contexts. Its integration in the early stages of a project led to new design
thinking that helped to shape the design. Specifically, it was found that LUCI provided
good insight into master planning on the macro scale both in terms of ecosystem services
assessment and hydrological information. This helped the designer to understand which
ecosystem services required special attention and specifically where within the urban areas
of Wellington interventions should occur.

A second important observation was that the ecosystem services outputs were not
all equally relevant to the designer because of the location and focus of the project. For
instance, the flood mitigation service intuitively suggested where permeable surfaces were
required. The soil erosion ecosystem service outputs showed specific locations where
planting of native flora would be beneficial, and the carbon results highlighted areas where
plants sequestering carbon should be protected. It was more difficult for the designer to
integrate the nitrogen, phosphorous, and agriculture ecosystem services results without
consulting an ecology expert because these are more specific to an agricultural context
(which LUCI was initially designed for).
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The feedback from the designer highlighted some elements absent in LUCI that would
benefit urban applications. For instance, modelling the surface water run-off on impervious
surfaces and the existing underground pipes network would bridge the city infrastructure
with the natural streams currently considered by LUCI. Furthermore, after further design-
led research it became evident that certain pollutants are prevalent within the Wellington
urban context, such as certain heavy metals [74,75] that were not represented within LUCI.
This was thought to be a possible avenue of future development for the tool (with a
focus on “purification” ecosystem services for example) to make it even more useful in an
urban context as discussed in Section 3.4. The collaboration and findings from this part of
the research also suggested that building locations and functions, areas of pond/lagoon
formation, and descriptions/locations of particulates and pollution run-off are additional
outputs that would be useful in furthering urban applications of LUCI (and likely other
ecosystem services tools also).

4. Discussion

This section first considers results related to the initial review of ecosystem services
assessment tools and then moves into discussion of the pilot study research.

4.1. Understanding and Applying Ecosystem Services Assements Tools for Use in Oceania

It is beyond the scope of this article to provide a detailed evaluation of all existing
ecosystem services assessment tools and their usefulness/value for the specific context of
Oceania. This review does provide however a snapshot of the constantly evolving area of
ecosystem services assessment tools. Such tools are under continuous development to pro-
vide better results, add new functionalities, and facilitate application. Therefore, although
this research clearly identifies four tools with likely greater applicability to the Oceania
context (ARIES, Urban InVEST, LUCI, and Costing Nature), review of the effectiveness of
new or developing tools should be undertaken regularly. Even the four identified tools
themselves are under constant development. To summarise: ARIES has announced the
release of a Web-based platform (ARIES Explorer due 2021) that will allow users with less
expertise to use the tool for example [47]. InVEST has expressed their intention of focusing
on urban applications and has recently released two new models: “Urban Cooling” and
“Urban Flood Risk Mitigation”, as part of the Urban InVEST platform [67]. LUCI develop-
ers are involved in a variety of projects. Most important from an urban perspective is the
current testing of the tool in Christchurch, Aotearoa New Zealand, with an aim to further
develop the LUCI model by taking into account urban infrastructure and representing
urban-specific processes such as evaporative cooling [45]. Nothing has been expressed by
Costing Nature concerning any development related to the urban context.

The evaluation of ecosystem services tools reveals that urban designers and architects
must consider several factors when choosing a tool. Firstly, a critical aspect to consider is the
tool’s complexity, which correlates to different time commitments for learning the tool and
then being able to apply it. Every tool presented is accessible to urban designers, but their
suitability will vary depending on the project scale in question. Small individual projects
would benefit from easy-to-use and rapidly deployable tools such as Costing Nature,
whereas extensive projects conducted over at least several months with collaborators and
enough funds are suitable for ARIES.

Secondly, applying the tool in a new context or in a data scarce region often requires
supplementary time and effort from users to parametrise or collect data. Tools with global
datasets or default inputs such as Costing Nature might be advantageous in this case,
bearing in mind that outputs will be less accurate. Users should search for previous case
studies in their context, which sometimes describes parametrisation methods used. ARIES
has a library of models previously developed by users, therefore once the tool has been
applied somewhere, that particular model can be further adapted for new projects. Indeed,
the second application with tools such as ARIES, LUCI, and InVEST is much less time
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consuming because the input data collection and model parametrisation do not have to be
repeated.

Thirdly, time availability also impacts the quality of the results. Unsurprisingly, the
quality of the outputs is inversely correlated to the time invested in the tool application.
Outputs that are rapidly generated based on global datasets are not as reliable and accurate
as outputs generated by complex analysis based on users’ site-specific inputs and locally
attuned parametrisation of the model.

Finally, users should consider the type and number of ecosystem services assessed by
the tools. For instance, the four tools discussed here have a limited focus on supporting
and cultural ecosystem services. Therefore, when time and resources are available, users
may consider applying multiple tools in parallel.

4.2. Insights from the LUCI Pilot Study in Wellington City

The output comparisons of the baseline, individual services, and trade-off tools be-
tween the Terrace Gardens and the Wellington city analyses indicates that the outputs
generated on the Terrace Gardens area are identical. The only difference between the
two analyses is the presence of streams on the Terrace Gardens in the baseline scenario
outputs. No streams were represented in the Terrace Gardens area through the national
river dataset, whereas three streams were generated using the high-resolution local DEM
within the Terrace Gardens boundaries. It is possible that the high-resolution DEM picked
up thresholds of convergence for stream generation at finer spatial scales. This difference
is caused by the absence of streams on the site in the national-scale River Environment
Classification input data which required a DEM-based simulation to generate streams in
the Terrace Gardens analysis. An important difference between the two analyses process is
that the RUSLE tool could not estimate soil loss in the Terrace Gardens analysis because
the soil data in the whole area were classified as “town”, which LUCI assumes is a built-up
area that has no risk of soil loss. Overall, these two observations suggest that zooming in
on a specific area within a large-scale analysis would be more reliable than only performing
the site analysis. Indeed, the tool functionalities would be more effective, and designers
would benefit from a systemic lens when taking into consideration a site’s surrounding
ecological context. This suggests that architects and urban designers should consider and
analyse the whole urban context in terms of ecology, rather than focusing solely on site
boundary lines, which is typically the case.

A field analysis of the Terrace Gardens was conducted to evaluate LUCI outputs. The
baseline outputs indicate that the land use and soil input data, respectively, classify the
entire site as “built-up area (settlement)” and “urban”. However, the site visit reveals that
approximately a third of the surface is impervious walkway and private houses, a third is
urban parkland (open space), and a third is dense vegetation and trees. The inaccuracy
of the input data is likely to bias the outputs of the individual ecosystem services and
trade-off tools within LUCI. For instance, the flood mitigation outputs classify the Terrace
Gardens as mostly made up of “non-mitigated features”, whereas LUCI usually classifies
pervious surfaces and vegetation as “mitigating features”. The analysis with the updated
local land use input data obtained through the field work generated different ecosystem
services outputs which demonstrates that the quality of LUCI outputs can be improved
by user customisation of the input data based on field analysis. It illustrates the issue of
national/regional datasets missing small-scale features that may be crucial for specific
ecosystem services. For a small site such as the Terrace Gardens, this would probably take
a couple of days. However, this requires ecological knowledge that is not common among
designers and again points to the need for early collaboration between ecology experts and
designers.

As discussed, it is not common for urban designers to access the type of information
provided by LUCI, but the possibility to simulate future scenarios with LUCI is sparking
interest because traditional tools and methods used by urban designers to collect hydro-
logical and ecological data often only provide static information for a given location at a
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specific time. It was found that use of ecosystem services tools by designers can facilitate
collaboration with environmental experts in later stages of the design. The discussion
certainly supported the notion that regenerative urban design projects can benefit from
the use of ecosystem services assessment tools and demonstrated that spatially explicit
ecosystem services tools are useful for regenerative urban design projects because of their
ability to locate and highlight “hotspots” where interventions need to be made to improve
ecosystem services.

5. Conclusions

This research reviewed a wide range of ecosystem service assessment tools to identify
those that might be suitable for designers of the built environment to apply in cities
of Oceania. It identified four ecosystem services assessment tools as being particularly
promising, namely, ARIES, Costing Nature, InVEST, and LUCI. These four modelling tools
allow spatially explicit visualisation of the biophysical quantification of ecosystem services
and can facilitate the inclusion of ecosystem services considerations into sustainable and
regenerative urban design processes. The ecosystem services assessed vary among tools,
and the outputs’ reliability depends on the user’s technical expertise and the history
of previous application on or near the site. Results inform future users about crucial
characteristics such as time, outputs quality, user commitment, and resource availability
in order to choose the tool that best suits their design project requirements. Overall, the
tools can be ordered by complexity of application: Costing Nature allows rapid and simple
analysis, InVEST and LUCI offer intermediate options, and ARIES is the most difficult to
apply. The tools’ ongoing development and the interest in the urban context by LUCI and
InVEST developers in particular illustrate that tool functionality, generalisability, and ease
of application for architects and urban designers are likely to improve in the future.

The LUCI pilot study in Wellington supports the findings from the literature review
and illustrates the “complexity” classification used to compare the tools. LUCI is relevant
for urban application and can lead to a new design thinking when applied by designers of
the built environment. Moreover, the study illustrates that LUCI outputs provide material
that can facilitate collaboration between ecology experts and designers when ecosystem
services principles are integrated early in the design process.

This research focused on Oceania; however, implications for application of these tools
in other cities of the world should not be negated. This comparative research is limited to a
literature review because the four tools have never been applied at the same location in
an urban context. Future research should thus be conducted to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the four tools in practice at the same site across different scales. For instance,
pilot studies of ARIES, Costing Nature, and InVEST on the Terrace Gardens would provide
new insight on the tools’ relevance in cities that are comparable to Wellington.

To conclude, integrating ecosystem services tools into EbA and regenerative urban
design is promising and should be investigated further by design teams. This is because
the need to integrate quantifiable ecology metrics into urban design practices is essential
to develop adaptation and mitigation strategies to address environmental and societal
challenges.
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